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Step 2 - Consonant Team TCH

This lesson will teach how to choose between ch and tch to spell the 

sound of /ch/ and how to spell words containing tch.

You will need: Key Card 20, Sound Card 62, Word Cards 1-10

Review Phonogram
Cards

Sound
Cards

Key
Cards

New Teaching Teach Key Card 20: Use TCH after a Short Vowel

“Here are two ways to spell the sound of /ch/.”

Pull down tiles ch and tch. 

Build the word match, placing a blank blue tile in place of the /ch/ 
sound.

“I want to spell the word match. In place of this blank tile, I need to 
decide whether to use the ch or the tch.”

“Is this a short vowel?” Yes.

“It is, so we use tch.”

Replace the blank tile with the tch tile.

tch

ch

m a

m a tch

tch

ch
m a
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New Teaching
(continued)

“Let’s try another word. The word I want to spell is porch.”

“I need to decide whether to use the ch or the tch.”

Point to the or tile. “Is this a short vowel?” No.

“Or is not a short vowel, so we use ch.”

“We usually use tch when the sound of /ch/ comes right after a short 
vowel.”

Have your student practice this concept with the following words. Build 
the word for your student, putting a blank blue tile in place of the /ch/ 
sound.

Read Key Card 20 with your student and then file it behind the Review 
divider.

When deciding whether to use the tch or the ch, be sure to 
look only to the letter IMMEDIATELY preceding the /ch/ 
sound. There may be a short vowel elsewhere in the word, but 
we are only concerned with the letter that comes directly before 
the /ch/ sound.

There are a few exceptions to this generalization: rich, such, 
and much (all taught in Level 1), which (taught in Level 2), and 
attach, detach, bachelor, and duchess. 

How do we usually spell /ch/
after a short vowel?

 ________.

Level 4 – Step 2 Key Card 20

tch

ranch stitch patch speech itch

tch

ch
p or

p or

p or ch



New Teaching
(continued)

Teach Sound Card 62

“Today we have a new Sound Card.”

Read Sound Card 62:

Practice this Sound Card with your student and then store it behind 
the Review divider. 

Word Cards 1-10: Spell on Paper

Dictate the words and have your student spell them on paper. The 
student should write one word per line.

File the Word Cards behind the Review divider.
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“What are two ways 
to spell the sound of /ch/?”

Your student writes and says:
ch, tch

Level 4 – Step 2 Sound Card 62

These “summary” Sound Cards were introduced in Level 3 
and will continue to be used in Level 4. Remind your student 
that he should say the name of the letters as he writes them 
down.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

inch
catch 
branch
stitch
ranch
match
lunch
kitchen
itch
speech
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Reinforcement More Words

The following words reinforce the concepts taught in Step 2. Have your 
student spell them for additional practice.

Dictate Sentences

Dictate several sentences each day.

Put the dishes in the kitchen.
The French girl ate lunch on the porch.
I have an itch on my foot.
Beth gave a speech to the class.
A bunch of flowers grows in the ditch.
Don’t pinch me!
I sat on the bench at the game.
Did the cat scratch your hand?
Bob made a sketch of our ranch.
I want to munch on some popcorn!
A branch of the tree fell down.
Uncle Ted plays fetch with his dog.

bench
patch 
scratch

bunch
porch
French

crunch
switch
pinch

ditch
stretch
punch

fetch
sketch
munch
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Writing Station

Dictate each word and have your student write it on paper. Then have 
your student write original sentences using the new words.

Reinforcement
(continued)

loudly
scratching
begging

brownish
hear (hear a sound)

The Writing Station gives your student the opportunity to use 
his spelling skills. You will note that the words are related for 
added interest.

There are two types of words included in the Writing Station: 

1. Words containing suffixes (and later, prefixes). Your student 
already knows the base words, but must use his knowledge of 
adding suffixes to properly spell the words. 

2. Homophones. This will give your student practice in correct 
usage.



Did you enjoy this activity?
Then you’ll love All About® Spelling!

All About Spelling is a seven-level program that teaches encoding, reliable 
spelling rules, and multisensory strategies to help your student become a 
proficient speller for life. Based on the latest research, this award-winning 
program provides complete and comprehensive instruction using the 
Orton-Gillingham approach. We take the struggle out of spelling!

• Lightly scripted “open and go” lesson plans
• Mastery-based with no gaps
• Suitable for all ages and learning styles
• 100% guarantee and lifetime support

To learn more about All About® Spelling, please visit 
www.AllAboutSpelling.com

or call us at 715-477-1976.

https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/category/spelling-rules/
https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/multisensory/
https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/orton-gillingham/
https://blog.allaboutlearningpress.com/mastery-based/
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/guarantee/
http://www.allaboutspelling.com
http://www.allaboutspelling.com
https://www.allaboutlearningpress.com/guarantee



